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QUICK START GUIDE
Visit h�ps://www.dungeonsofdoria.de for more information and additional resources!
If you are a player that just wants to join a game of Dungeons of Doria with an experienced player, you should at least read
the section about Important Rules, which mentions a few of the things that every player should know about their character
and the game.
This Quick-Start-Guide shows an example game of 4 characters for the first 5 rounds. It follows 4 characters through a
staged (or prepared) game. The scenario prepared here assumes, the characters have a goal to reach room tile number 8,
which they probably never will reach. You can just read this guide to learn about the basic game rules, but it is best to lay
out the content in the same way this guide tells you, look at the components and mimic the movement to be�er see what is
going on.
The guide explains the standard game rules and a few typical moves in the game. After working through the Quick-StartGuide, the players should be able to go on with a real scenario or even campaign, though it is recommended to play a few
single scenarios first before starting a campaign.
Both Tabletop Simulator and Tabletopia have a setup prepared for this Quick-Start-Guide with all cards and characters
prepared. As an alternative, the website also links to a recorded Tabletop Simulator session of this guide.
All further rules and exact descriptions like the component list should be checked in the Book of Rules – the Quick-StartGuide is not a replacement for the rule book and should just help you to get started and learn the basics. At least one player
should read the Book of Rules and familiarize themselves with it before starting the first scenario.
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PREPARING THE GAME
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Shuffle all Loot Cards and divide them
into 3 hidden decks at one side of the
table.
Shuffle all Monster Cards and place them
as a hidden deck on another side of the
table.
Place the Monster Level 1 and Level 2
cards on the table as an open deck. At
the beginning, only the Level 1 cards
will be used, shuffling not needed.
Take the room tiles and search
for the following tiles: A-1, B-2,
B-5, C-3, E-4, F-2. Shuffle the
rest and place them as a
hidden deck. Sort the above
room tiles into a hidden deck
pile in the following order: F-2
(as the first card / lowest one),
C-3, B-5, E-4 and B-2 as the last one on top. Place this
special deck in hidden form on top of the normal room
tile deck. Most scenarios will ask you to prepare a
scenario deck in a similar way, though many times this
will be more random.
Place the room tile A-1 (Stairs) in the middle of the
table (or slightly to one side) as the starting tile.
Place the Initiative Board near
one player who takes the
responsibility to move the
player colors and tracks actionpoints for each player. Place
the Doom Counter (a black
Monster-Marker) on the top left
white monster head. Place the Round
Counter (red counter with hourglass and a
door on the back side) on round 0 and the
XP-Marker (small blue counter with a star)
on 0 XP. Additionally, place the player
initiative tokens (in this case we will use red,
purple, yellow and blue) near the Initiative
Board.
Every player chooses one of the following standard
characters (take the appropriate character sheet) and
the matching figurine, then add the mentioned color to
the base: Barbarian (red), Mage (purple), Huntress
(yellow) and Adventurer (blue). The players share the

•

•

•

•

•

white dice, the black dice are used for the monsters
(though you can also mix them).
Every player takes the standard weapons
for their character (2 cards each). Barbarian:
Combat Hammer and Barbarian Armor. Mage:
Psi Orb and Spell Guard. Huntress: Hunting
Bow and Hunting Gown. Adventurer:
Scimitar and Psi Dart.
Every player draws 4 additional random loot cards.
The players can exchange cards or hand them all to one
player. It doesn't ma�er how many cards each player
has, as long as a group of four heroes does not exceed
24 cards at the beginning of the quest.
Place at least the Gold-Markers, the
rest of the Monster-Markers and the
Damaged-/Poison-Markers on the
table.
Make sure that the monster figurines are accessible,
but they can stay in the box and can be gathered as
soon as a specific monster is needed.
The rest of the content stays in the box for now, but
especially markers should be at least within reach.

Setup for a real game is similar. If you keep the loot and
monster decks shuffled and the rest of the content
organized, you can select a scenario, read the instructions
and nearly play the game out of the box.
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IMPORTANT RULES
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Every player can equip all cards on the body of each
character, as long as they have at least the a�ributes as
stated on the card (for example: A card with STRength
8 and AGIlity 8 can be used, as long as the character
has a strength and agility of 8 or higher).
While equipping cards it is only allowed to
equip cards in their respective zones. See
the icons on each card that correspond to
the same icons on the body zones, for
example Head.
Some weapons or spells use both hands
and show two hands instead of one. These
cards can only be equipped in both hands.
Lay these cards in the middle of both hands
to show they are occupied.
Some items (spells and potions) can be
equipped on any body zone. It can be
a�ached on the Torso or bound to the Legs,
it does not ma�er where you put it. It is
always be�er to have a potion ready on the body, as
this will make it faster to use.
Any equipment not usable at the moment can be
placed in the belt or backpack. However, keep in mind
that it will cost extra time to get these items to the body
again.
If equipment is placed on the body, some
equipment might modify the IP-value of the
character. For the starting equipment this is only true
for the Barbarian. Subtract 1 point from the IP on that
character sheet.
Movement and the range of any a�ack is always
counted in adjacent squares, never diagonally. That
means, a weapon with a range of 2 could also a�ack
diagonally.
Line of sight exists, if you can draw a line from one
part of your square to any part of the target square.
Walls block the line of sight. It is possible to a�ack
enemies through other characters or enemies.
There are 3 different types of a�ack:
Melee (Swords), Ranged (Bow) and
Magic (Hand). There is no real difference in the a�ack
types except that a few monsters are immune to some
of the types or defend be�er against different types.
Use Defense to defend against both melee and
ranged combat.
Use Psi-Resistance to defend against magic
a�acks / spells.
For any a�ack or defense you roll the
number of dice next to the a�ack/
defense noted before the D and add the modifier after
the D (if any) - in this example roll 3 dice and add 2.
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•

If an a�ack was successful, deal the damage
noted in the lower right corner or on the monster
level card marked with the blood drop.

EQUIPMENT CARD ANATOMY

1. Title of the card
2. Enchanted/Magical Status
3. Range of weapons and spells (optional)
4. Psi point cost (optional)
5. Set-name or weapon category
6. Description text
7. Zone for equipping the card
8. Action point cost
9. A�ribute requirements
10. Values of the card (a�ack, defense, damage,
bonuses, ...)
11. Gold value (1, 2 or 3 coins)

TABLE SETUP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initiative Board
Initiative/Doom Markers
Round / XP Marker
Room Tiles Deck
Character Sheets

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Start Tile (A-1)
3 Loot Decks
Loot Shop
Monster Deck
Monster Level 1 and 2 Decks

11. Sorted Markers
12. Character Standard Equipment
13. Monster Figurines, AR and HPMarkers and Monster-Markers
14. Character Figurines

- Quick-Start Guide -
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THE INITIATIVE BOARD
Look at the Initiative Board and check the Game phases table.
Every round follows these steps, from Phase A to Phase I. In
the first round we will explain every step and skip over the
steps within the next rounds quickly and only mention
changes to the steps in detail.

A: ROUND MARKER +1
Move the round-counter (red hourglass) to round 1 on the
Initiative Board.

B: NEW SHOP ITEMS
Deal 3 loot cards (one from each deck) at the beginning of
the round and put these publicly visible in front of the 3
loot decks (these cards will be used at the end of the round,
so just ignore these for now).

C: ROLL FOR INITIATIVE
Each player rolls 2D10 and adds his IP value (see character
sheet on the middle left).
• The Barbarian rolls 6+5 and adds 8 (resulting in 19
Action-Points/AP)
• The Mage rolls 8 and adds 7 (15 AP)
• The Huntress rolls 18 and adds 7 (25 AP)
• The Adventurer rolls 13 and adds 8 (21 AP)
Set each player color to the corresponding value on the
Initiative Board now.

As it is the beginning of the game, we place the Huntress
figurine on field “I” as she is the fastest character on the
stairs (on room-tile A-1), the Adventurer on “II”, the
Barbarian on “III” and the Mage on “IV”. In addition, place
2 loot markers on the fields with the gold coins.
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D: ACTION PHASE
The action phase the longest phase of each round. Within
this phase, all movement, a�acks and other actions are
handled until all characters have exhausted their action
points for this round and all monsters have been activated.
The Huntress now is at the top of the Initiative Board with 25
action points (AP). She walks 5 squares to the middle door
and opens it. That will cost 5 AP for movement – 1 AP per
square. Movement is always counted on adjacent squares,
moving diagonally is not allowed. Movement through
other characters is allowed and does not cost any extra
points. Opening doors also does not cost any action points,
but stops the current action. The player now reveals the
uppermost room tile from the deck and places it next to the
door the Huntress just opened. The room tile B-2 only has
one door, so it can only be placed in one way, connecting
the doors.
Most room tiles show monster icons in different colors. In
our case, we use 4 characters, so all white and green
monster fields will be used. The player that deals the
monster deck now draws 3 cards, one for each icon. Yellow
and red monster fields will be ignored (only to be used
with 5 or 6 players).
The monster deck reveals an Orc, a Skeleton and an Archer.
Put them in this order on the room tile on the two white
monster squares and the Archer on the green monster
square. Additionally, place a Loot-Marker on the square
with the coins. The blue rune can be ignored for know
(runes are only used for advanced scenarios).

Monster stats
Now is also a good time to search for the level cards of the
3 monsters drawn. As we just started the scenario, use the
level deck labeled I on the back of the card. The level card
contains all information needed for the monster in

question. None of these three monsters have armor (the
yellow helmet icon shows an armor rating of 0).
Additionally, two of the monsters only have 1 hit point
(HP), so the recommendation is to not mark these monsters
in any way. A monster on a room tile without any markers
then means it only has one hit point and no armor and can
easily be defeated.
However, the Skeleton has 2 hit points. As the figurine itself
already is worth 1 hit point, it is recommended to just add
another hit point next to the Skeleton, so every player can
see that this monster is harder to kill than the others. As an
alternative, you can also mark all hit points for the Skeleton
on the appropriate level card if that suits you more.

A�ack results in draw

As the Huntress lost 5 AP for walking and opening the door
(se�ing her back to 20 AP), we check again, who is at the
top of the Initiative Board. The Adventurer is at 21 AP. He
decides to run into the room to confront the Archer
standing on the green symbol. Moving to that monster
takes 7 AP (for walking 7 squares, se�ing him back to 14
AP).
On the Initiative Board, the Huntress is next at 20 AP. She
decides to walk into the room, but as she has equipped a
weapon with range 4 (the hunting bow, shown by the
orange 4 on the card), she only needs to cross 2 squares to
get in range of the other 2 monsters (which sets her back to
18 AP).
Next up is the Barbarians turn. He needs to get very close to
the monsters (within range 1), so he walks directly in front
of the Skeleton, costing him 10 AP (10 squares moved,
se�ing him back to 9 AP).

The check on the Initiative Board now shows the Adventurer
at 14 AP, the Barbarian at 9 AP and the Mage at 8 AP. The
Huntress is at 0 AP and therefore is not allowed to act this
round anymore.

It is again the turn of the Huntress. She decides to a�ack the
Orc. Her weapon (the hunting bow) states, that it costs 18
AP (the blue icon on the card) to use. This will cost her all
action-points for this round.
She rolls 2D+5 (4+7+5=16) for her a�ack (indicated by the
bow and arrow icon on the card). The defense for the Orc
on level 1 is also 2D+5, and another player rolls the black
monster dice: 6+5+5=16. A draw means the a�acker wins,
so the Huntress now deals 1 damage (indicated by the red
blood drop on cards). As the Orc does not have any armor
and only one hit point, the Orc is now defeated. The group
receives 1 XP for the Orc (marked on the Group-XPcounter on the Initiative Board) and the Huntress now must
draw 1 loot card. The Huntress receives a Glass Dagger, a
magic weapon that requires CON 6 and WIS 8. Only the
Adventurer currently has this a�ribute combination, so the
Huntress throws the dagger directly to the Adventurer
(throwing items that were just drawn is allowed one roomtile away and without any cost).
Next up is the Mage at 15 AP. He moves into the room into
a range of 4 to use his standard magic a�ack next. He
decides to walk onto a field where he can reach both
remaining monsters (which costs 7 AP for movement).

Last action can be as high as you want
The Adventurer a�acks the Archer with his Scimitar, costing
him 15 AP. Even if the Adventurer has only 14 AP left, he is
still allowed to do any action, no ma�er how high the cost
is, as long he has action points left. He rolls 2D+2 (indicated
by the two orange swords on the card), the Archer parries
with the same value (2D+2, indicated by the small green
checkered shield on the Archer level card). The Adventurer
is lucky and rolls a 0+4, which means he is allowed to add
10 to the value and re-roll the die with the 0 – rolling
another 3. This results in 10+4+3(+2 for his Scimitar) = 19.
The Archer rolls a 9+6+2=17, which means, the Archer also
is defeated (having no armor and only 1 hit point). The
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Adventurer has no AP left and is out for the round now – as
he is below 0 action points. However, the group receives
another XP (overall now at 2 XP) and the Adventurer has to
draw another loot card – receiving a small health potion.

points. Armor is always completely damaged; it is not
possible to just damage part of the armor. No characters or
monsters have any action points left, which ends the action
phase.

The Barbarian is next and a�acks the Skeleton with his twohanded Combat Hammer (14 AP, 2D+3). He is not too
lucky and only rolls 2+4, which results in an overall a�ack
of 9 (with the +3 of his hammer). The Skeletons of level 1 roll
3D for defense: 3+5+8=16. The monster defended against
this a�ack and does not get any damage. As the hammer
a�ack costs the Barbarian 14 AP, he also is below 0 AP and
finished for this round.

Characters first
The only character left is the Mage at 8 AP, which is exactly
at the same time as the Skeleton. However, as playercharacters always act first, the Mage a�acks the Skeleton
with his Psi Orb (18 AP, 2D+4, indicated as a magic a�ack
by the orange hand symbol before the a�ack value). Such a
magic a�ack always costs him 1 psi point (PP), no ma�er if
the a�ack is successful or not. He removes 1 PP from his
character sheet (writing down 12 remaining PP) and then
rolls his a�ack: 5+4+4 = 14. Both monsters and characters
can roll multiple defenses, there is no limit. The Skeleton
has a psi-resistance of 2D+2, resulting in 12 (rolled by
another player). The Mage deals 1 damage to the Skeleton,
but unfortunately the Skeleton has 2 hit-points – so it is still
standing. Remove the hit point marker next to the Skeleton,
which leaves only the figurine with one remaining hit
point.

Monster a�ack
As all other players are out for the round, this only leaves
the Skeleton to a�ack. As the Barbarian is already standing
on an adjacent square, it directly a�acks him without
moving. The Skeleton a�acks with 3D and another player
rolls 9+5+7=21 for the monster. The Barbarian uses his
Combat Hammer (2D+1) and rolls 3+4, resulting in an
overall defense of 8. As this is more than 10 points below
the a�ack of the Skeleton, the Skeleton deals a critical hit and
therefore 1 point of additional
damage. This results in 3 points of
damage, more specifically 3 points of
Earth damage (indicated on the
Skeleton level card next to the blood
drop). The Barbarian is still lucky, as
he has equipped his Barbarian Armor
that can prevent up to 4 hit points
(showing the yellow armor rating
icon with 4). Next to the armor rating
there is a Water symbol, which means,
that this armor cannot be used against Water damage. As
the Skeleton a�acks with Earth damage, the Barbarian uses
the armor and places a Damaged-Marker on the armor. This
armor is now unusable until it is repaired using action
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E: POISON / F: SPECIAL ACTIONS
Next up are the phases Poison and Special actions (both of
which will not happen within this round, we will cover this
in later rounds).

G: DOOM COUNTER
The phase Doom Counter is always checked. The doom
counter (black monster marker) moves the game along and
tracks how dangerous the monsters are. The doom counter
moves down for every room tile occupied by any number
of characters and additionally one field, if no door has been
opened.
The characters opened a door through player actions and
they are all standing on the same room tile, so the doom
counter only moves down 1 field onto the 40.

H: LEVEL UP
Phase H can be ignored for this round, as we only have 2
XP. This will become relevant, as soon as 4 XP or any
multiples of 4 have been collected (a number same to the
number of players).

I: BUY OR REMOVE SHOP ITEMS
Last phase in this round is buying or discarding shop
cards. One of the cards is a two-handed sword, which is
not usable within the next rounds (STR and DEX of 15).
The group decides to put the sword onto the discard pile,
together with another small health potion. As the
Adventurer already got a health potion this round, they feel
they are good enough equipped for now with potions. The
last item is a bow for the Huntress and even usable by her,
but the Adventurer does not want to sell his Glass Dagger
for it and the group has no other items they can use to sell.
The group decides to let the bow stay in the shop for the
next round and the round ends.

PHASE A - C
The round-counter will be set to 2 (Phase A) and 2 new
cards are placed into the shop (Phase B; the bow from last
round is still occupying one slot). One of the new cards is
a trap, so this trap blocks one of the shop-slots. This will be
resolved at the end of the round.
Next step is rolling a new initiative for this round:
• The Barbarian rolls 17 and adds 8 (25 AP)
• The Mage rolls 15 and adds 7 (22 AP)
• The Huntress rolls 12 and adds 7 (19 AP)
• The Adventurer rolls 7 and adds 8 (15 AP)
The player with the Initiative Board sets the player colors to
the appropriate numbers.

only uses 1 AP, draws a loot-card and receives a small
mana potion: Exactly what he needed. The treasure token
is removed from this square, as no more treasures can be
found here.

WHO GOES FIRST?
As the Mage and the Huntress both are now at the same
position of the Initiative Board at 19 AP, they can decide
who wants to act first. As the Mage is still too scared of new
doors, the Huntress decides to open the door and walks
back into the start-room to the east door (6 AP, set her
yellow token to 13 AP). The door is immediately opened
and a new room tile is drawn from the pile. E-4 has 4 doors
and can be connected on any of them to the current door.
The players decide to use the passage that also contains a
treasure field, so a loot token is added on the appropriate
square. The monster for the white square is drawn from
the monster deck (revealing another Archer), but the green
monster is ignored, as the other passage is not connected to
the dungeon.
The Mage decides to move to the next loot square in A-1,
hoping to find a suitable and be�er spell for him (7 AP,
se�ing him to 12 AP). The Adventurer decides to move
closer to the Huntress (6 AP).

ACTION PHASE
The action phase of this round begins with the Barbarian at
25 AP. He decides to directly a�ack the Skeleton, which
costs him 14 AP. He wins the a�ack this time and deals 2
damage. As the Skeleton anyway only has 1 hit point left, it
is defeated – the group receives 1 additional XP and the
Barbarian draws 1 loot card. His AP marker is set to 11. The
loot card revealed an axe, which is a new suitable weapon
for the Barbarian, so he directly equips in his right hand and
moves the Combat Hammer into his belt.
The Mage is up at 22 AP – as no monsters are available and
he is too scared to open a door, he walks up to the loot-field
on B-2 for 2 AP (set to 20 AP).
The Mage is now looting the treasure chest and has the
following choice: Make it quick and draw 1 loot card for 1
AP or be a bit more safe and draw 2 cards for 5 AP – but
one of the cards has to be discarded. He feels lucky and
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The Initiative Board now shows the Huntress at 13 AP, the
Mage at 12 AP, the Barbarian at 11 AP and the Adventurer at
9 AP. The Huntress uses her bow and defeats the Archer
easily, gaining another XP and a loot card (a weapon
nobody can use, so she decides to use it to buy the bow in
the shop later). Unfortunately, that did cost her 16 AP,
leaving her no action points.
The Mage wants to draw the next treasure a bit safer and
uses 5 AP. He draws 2 loot cards, one of them a trap. The
Mage discards the trap and keeps the second card, a small
armor he can use himself. The Mage is now down to 7 AP.
The Barbarian does not have enough AP to get very far, so
he decides to get to the last treasure field on A-1 (moving
him down to 4 AP). The Adventurer – with no monsters in
sight – does not have anything else to do, so he moves to
the treasure field on E-4 (6 AP, down to 3 AP).
All three characters (Mage, Barbarian and Adventurer) draw
their Treasures safely for 5 AP and keep one card each that
they can either directly equip or throw to another party
member. The Mage has still 2 AP left and moves one step
closer to the Huntress. The last AP cannot be used and
expires.

EXTRA MONSTER ACTIVATION
This ends the action phase. Phases E and F are still ignored.
Phase G reveals that he Adventurer moving to the other
room tile was a stupid idea. They opened a new door, but
are now occupying two room tiles. The doom counter
moves down 2 squares to 38. This means, all monsters on
the room tiles will get an additional action. As no monsters
are present, they are refilled to [player-count ÷ 2] monsters,
in this case two monsters.
The deck reveals a Black Knight and a Shaman. Both are
directly activated and walk into the dungeon from the
entrance. Both the Shaman and the Black Knight have 1
armor and 1 hit point. The armor rating should be marked
next to the figurine similar to a hit point. As the Shaman is
faster than the Black Knight he is activated first (you can
see this both on the Initiative Board and the blue AP circle
on the level card).
The Shaman throws magic fireballs and can hit multiple
targets that are adjacent, so he selects the Huntress as the
target (also targeting the Mage) and then moving away as
far as he can from his selected target before a�acking. The
Shaman a�acks with a 19, but the Mage uses his Spell
Guard to protect both the Huntress and himself by rolling
a 22.
The Black Knight can only move 4 squares and will select
the nearest target, so he also selects the Huntress. He moves
along the wall and a�acks with a 12. The Huntress can
defend the a�ack easily with a 15.
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Phase H (level up) is ignored, as there are still not enough
Group-XP.
In Phase I, the Huntress buys the new bow (the Horseback
Bow, dealing 2 damage from now on while only costing 14
AP). The group also puts gold together to unlock the trap
card, blocking the shop slot: As the trap is worth 3 gold
coins, 3 players give 1 item each worth 1 gold coin. This
means, the trap and the 3 items are discarded. The last
shop item is also discarded as no character needs it.

START OF ROUND
In Phases A and B the round marker is moved to round 3
and 3 new shop items are revealed.
In Phase C everyone rolls for initiative again, resulting in
the following AP (the Barbarian was very lucky with a
rolled 0):

The Barbarian wants to kill something and he believes the
spell-wielding Shaman to be the greatest threat. He moves
3 squares to be adjacent to the Shaman, se�ing him down
to 28 AP. As the Barbarian is still the fastest after moving,
he also directly a�acks using his Woodcu�er Axe (3D+5, 2
damage, 16 AP). He easily defeats the Shaman, gaining the
group another XP and a loot card.

MONSTER MODIFICATIONS
The Adventurer decides that with no loot remaining and
with the Black Knight being fairly slow, he wants to open
the next door. He picks the one where he is nearest, costing
him 2 AP to walk to the door and open it.
The player draws the next room tile (B-5). This is a special
room-tile, an open room. The rules state, that this room tile
MUST be laid door-to-door. As the room now still has an
open side, the player still needs to draw another room tile,
which reveals C-3 (another open room, which MUST be
placed to connect on one of the open sides to B-5. The
players decide to face the open side south. As C-3 still has
an open side, another room tile is drawn. F-2 is placed
there – the orientation doesn’t ma�er, as all sides are the
same. However, F-2 connects the remaining part of E-4 to
the dungeon, also revealing that monster.
All treasure markers are placed in the new rooms
wherever there are loot coins. Now, 5 monsters have to be
drawn from the monster deck. The results are:

1 Slimecrawler, 1 Goblin and a monster modification
Superior Armor followed by a second mod Precognition and
then 1 Ogre. The next monster reveals the monster
modifiers Ancient followed by Faster and Explosion and
1 Gargoyle, and the last monster being 1 Poltergeist.
The monsters will be placed in the order of the room tiles
revealed, so first the Monsters on B-5, then C-3, then F-2
and last E-4. On each room tile they are placed first to the
nearest character. The Slimecrawler is placed first. Every
monster has a special ability, the Goblin‘s being that they
always come in packs of two. This means, another Goblin is
added directly in front of the first one (the second one
using a blue base to distinguish between the two).
For the “precognition Ogre with superior armor” we used
a purple base to show that he has a mod and will place the
purple mod marker and the mod cards next to the Ogre’s
level card. The same applies for the Gargoyle, for which a
blue base is used. The last monster added is the Poltergeist
on E-4.
The precognition mod says, the Ogre
just waited behind the door and is
activated immediately and a second
time with his normal initiative. So the
Ogre figurine will be placed directly at
the recently opened door. The faster
Gargoyle
means,
that
he
is
permanently at 20 AP instead of 10. A
monster marker of the Gargoyle’s color
can be added to the Initiative Board on
20 AP as a reminder.
The superior armor adds 1 point of
armor rating to the Ogre. The ancient
mod of the Gargoyle says, it gets 1
additional HP and 1 additional AR.
That results in the Gargoyle now
having 2 AR and 2 HP. All other
monsters just have 1 HP and no armor.
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PRECOGNITION
Though it would be still the Adventurers turn normally, the
Ogre now can a�ack first due to his modification. The Ogre
has a standard range of 2, so it first moves back a square
and then directly a�acks. It a�acks with 3D+2, resulting in
a 26. The Adventurer has a defense of 2D+2 and rolls only 4.
That means, the Ogre had a double critical success (20
points above the Adventurers defense), dealing 6 points of
fire damage. The Adventurer can block 2 damage using a
water-type armor and loses 4 hit points.
Unfortunately the Gargoyle is now at 20 AP and all
characters are below 20 AP. The Gargoyle moves to and
a�acks the nearest target – the Adventurer. As an ancient
Gargoyle it a�acks with +1D and adds 1 damage (3D+4=21,
3 earth damage). The Adventurer rolls a 16 and does not
have any armor left, so he loses another 3 hit points (he is
now down to 2 HP).

All other characters now occupy the same spot at 15 AP
and can decide who acts first. The Mage decides to move in
first, moving to the empty treasure field on E-4. From there
he will at least have line of sight to the all monsters (6 AP).
The Huntress a�acks the Ogre and manages to get in a
normal hit, dealing 2 points of damage. As the Ogre has an
AR of 1, he loses 1 HP and therefore is down to 1 (14 AP for
using the Horseback Bow).
The Barbarian decides to a�ack the Black Knight, before the
Black Knight will do so. So he moves into the door, but as
the Barbarian only has an a�ack range of 1 with his
Woodcu�ers Axe, he has to stay on the room tile A-1.
Unfortunately, the Black Knight defends the a�ack. The
Barbarian has no action points left this round (16 AP for the
Woodcu�ers Axe).

The Huntress moves behind the Adventurer to use her bow
as soon as she is ready again (4 AP).
As the Adventurer only has a weapon dealing 1 damage
and would not be able to deal with the Ogre or the Gargoyle,
he uses his Psi Dart to a�ack the Slimecrawler (15 AP, 2D+2
versus 2D, indicated by the green pentagram shield on the
monster level card). The Slimecrawler unfortunately
defends against this magic a�ack.
The Mage owns a small spell with a range of 6 (Sling
Stones, 2D+4, 1 damage), so he thinks it is best to use it on
the farthest monster he can reach to allow the other
characters to a�ack the targets closer to them. He has a line
of sight to the blue Goblin and casts the spell (10 AP). The
magic defense of the Goblin was not enough, earning the
group another XP and 1 loot card for the Mage. He draws
another spell, the Ball of Ice.
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The Adventurer is down to 4 AP and the Huntress to 1 AP,
which means now the Monsters will act according to the
Initiative Board order. The first monster there is the
remaining Goblin, as the faster Gargoyle’s initiative is 20 AP.
As the Goblin does not have a target and the only reachable
character would be the Adventurer, the Goblin pushes the
Gargoyle out of the way (moving him one square in the
direction of the way the Goblin took) and a�acks the
Adventurer.

FUMBLE
The Goblin a�acks with a moderate 14 (2D+4), but the
Adventurer rolls a 1-1 (using his Weapon of 2D+2): Two or
more ones rolled always mean a fumble. This fumble
means, that the weapon of the Adventurer is damaged (put
a damaged token on the card) and needs to be repaired
before it can be used again for a�ack or defense. In
addition, with the fumble and the result (reaching only a 4
with 2+2) being 10 points lower than the a�ack, the Goblin
deals overall 4 points of damage. With still no armor left,
the Adventurer is now at -2 HP.
The Poltergeist is next. The special ability of the Poltergeist
is to be able to walk and a�ack through walls, so it uses the
feature to directly a�ack the Mage. Fortunately, this is a
magic a�ack, which the mage can easily defend against
using the magic defense from one of his spells.
At 6 AP, the Ogre is activated first. As the Ogres special
ability is to a�ack two characters at once within his range
of 2, he swaps place with the Goblin and a�acks both the
Adventurer and the Huntress (with 3D+4 resulting in 20 and
4 points of fire damage). With only 2D using the Dodge
skill on the character sheet, the Adventurer reaches a 9,
resulting in another critical hit and therefore 5 damage
(se�ing him down to -7 HP). The Huntress rolls a 14, which
results in a normal hit. Unfortunately her Hunting Gown
is sensitive to fire damage. This means she cannot use the
armor and also loses 4 HP (now at 5 HP).

armor). Unfortunately, the Black Knight has a special
ability called Destructive Strike: This ability damages
everything the character holds in his hands, damaging the
Woodcu�er Axe. So the Barbarian has a lot to repair next
round...
The Adventurer still has 2 AP left and uses a small health
potion (8 AP, returning ½D+1 hit points). He rolls a 2,
which means he is back to -7 HP. The Huntress (AP 1) fires
another arrow (3D+2, 14 AP) onto the Ogre, but only rolls
12+2=14. The Ogre reaches a 15, which exactly blocks the
a�ack.

POISON CHECK
In Phase E, the Adventurer has to roll a poison check using
his two a�ributes CON and WIS against a target number of
30. With CON (9) and WIS (8) and 2D (11) he reaches a 28.
This fail means, the poison marker stays on the character
sheet and the Adventurer loses another hit point (down to 8 HP).
Phase F can be ignored again. Phase G moves the doom
counter down 2 squares to 36, even though the characters
did open a room, but are now located on the two different
room tiles.
In Phase H we check the group XP and see that we have
accumulated 4 XP. This rewards every of the four
characters with 3 character XP (as we are playing a single
scenario, campaigns would only reward 1 XP per
character). The players can either directly use these 3 XP to
level up an a�ribute by one or to keep the 3 XP for later
rounds. The Mage directly increases his Agility a�ribute
and the Adventurer focuses on CON to increase his chances
with the next poison roll. The others save their XP for later.
In Phase I, the players buy a small health potion and hand
it over to the Adventurer. The rest is discarded, as no
character needs the remaining items.

After the Ogre, the Slimecrawler is activated. It first selects
the nearest target (the Adventurer) and then moves as far as
possible away from his target in direction of a wall. Its
range is 5, so the Slimecrawler moves onto the red monster
square. The a�ack results in a normal hit for the Adventurer
with another 2 points of damage (now at -9 HP) and a
poison marker (the special ability of the Slimecrawler).
The Adventurer decides to move out of the way before he
gets beaten to death next round and moves onto the white
monster square on E-4 (2 AP). This activates the Black
Knight, allowing it to a�ack the Barbarian. His defense roll
is not enough to block the a�ack. The Barbarian Armor is
still damaged, but luckily he equipped another armor he
can use to block the hit (pu�ing a damage marker on the
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ROLL FOR INITIATIVE
The round marker is moved to 4 and new shop items are
placed in front of the loot decks. All players roll for
initiative. As the Adventurer has negative HP (-8), these are
subtracted from his IP-value (8) and he then rolls only 1D
for the initiative (resulting in a 5).

The action phase begins with the Barbarian, who repairs his
Barbarian Armor first (10 AP). The ancient Gargoyle moves
two squares to the Huntress and directly a�acks (3D+4).
The Huntress is not able to defend and loses another 3 HP
(now at 2 HP).

IT'S A TRAP!
The Huntress in turn a�acks the Ogre, hoping to defeat him
(14 AP) – and she succeeds! Defeating the precognitive
Ogre with superior armor results in 1 XP and 3 loot cards
(due to the two modifications). All 3 loot cards have to be
drawn directly, one after another. The first is a mana
potion, but the second one is a trap:
The Chainstorm Trap, affecting an area
of all characters within range 3 from
any character hit by the chain
lightning. This means, the whole
group is affected and each character
has to make a saving check against a
target number of 28+[3×ML] = 31 (ML
refers to the current Monsterlevel)
using WIS and PER. The Mage
succeeds and ignores the trap, but all
others fail the check. The Barbarian damages his Barbarian
Armor (4 AR, water sensitive) again, still losing 1 HP. The
Huntress uses her Hunting Gown (2 AR, fire sensitive),
losing 3 HP (which sets her down to -1 HP). The Adventurer
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still has no armor repaired and loses the full 5 HP of the
trap, se�ing him down to a dangerous -13 HP. Any
character reaching -20 HP or PP will instantly die and the
game ends.
After triggering a trap, the players can choose to stop
drawing more loot cards, but as it is just one more card, the
Huntress is under the impression, another trap is
unrealistic – and draws a small shield the Adventurer is able
to use. She directly throws it to him and the Adventurer
equips the shield.
At 15 AP the Mage uses his new spell Ball of Ice (12 AP) on
the Gargoyle. As the Ball of Ice inflicts water damage and the
Gargoyles armor is sensitive to water, this is their best
chance of breaking through the Gargoyles armor rating of 2.
The spell a�acks with 3D+2 with the ancient Gargoyle
defending with 3D+4 of psi resistance. The Mage really
breaks through the defense, dealing 2 points of damage. As
the armor is ignored, this is enough to defeat the Gargoyle.
However, this still leaves the third modifier of the Gargoyle:
Explosion! This mod says, every character within 4 squares
takes 5 hit points of damage (armor can be used). This only
leaves the Barbarian with no hit, all other characters receive
the damage. The Adventurer is now down to -18 HP, the
Huntress is also at -6 HP. The Mage luckily still has a small
armor, but also loses 3 HP (down to 1 HP). The defeated
ancient explosion Gargoyle results in 3 XP (bringing the
group to 4 XP) and 2 loot cards. The Mage draws a big
health potion (6 HP), which he directly hands over to the
Huntress. He also gets a Metal Shield that only the
Barbarian can use and throws it to him. The Barbarian
directly equips it next to his damaged axe.

DECISIONS
At 10 AP the Barbarian now has multiple options: A�acking
the Black Knight, repairing his equipment or moving into
room B-5 to block the other monsters from a�acking the
Huntress. As he still has a lot of HP and even a shield, he
decides the la�er and moves 6 AP directly into the door
next to the Goblin.

The Adventurer is next and decides to move close to the
Barbarian (4 AP) – otherwise the Black Knight would a�ack
him next, possibly ending the game.
The Barbarian a�acks the Goblin using his Metal Shield and
easily defeats it. This earns the group another XP and a loot
card (nothing usable yet).
Directly after that the Black Knight moves a maximum of 4
squares, allowing him to instantly a�ack the Huntress. The
Huntress is able to defend using her bow.
As the group did not open a door this round, they will get
an extra monster activation anyway due to the doom
counter, so they decide to stay on this room tile and
concentrate on the monsters. As the Poltergeist only can be
a�acked using magic or magic weapons, the Mage a�acks
it using his Ball of Ice. As the Poltergeist a�acked the Mage
through the wall, it is visible to everyone in line of sight,
even though there is a wall. The Mage defeats the
Poltergeist (1 XP and another loot card). However, that
costs him another psi point for the spell, so he is down to 9
PP now.

The Goblin now has a new target and does not move, only
a�acking the Barbarian. The Barbarian easily defends using
his Metal Shield.
The Poltergeist is activated and a�acks the Mage through
the wall again. This time the Mage cannot defend against
the magic a�ack (2 water damage), but still has a small
armor (1 AR, fire sensitive) he uses, bringing him down to
exactly 0 HP.
The Slimecrawler also picks the Barbarian as the nearest
target, moves away to its range of 5 onto the treasure
marker and then a�acks. This time the Barbarian does not
defend. He uses a small armor to block against the
damage, but the special ability of the Slimecrawler (Poison
Acid) poisons the character even if the hit was blocked by
armor. The Barbarian takes a poison marker and places it
on his character sheet.

SEALED IN
The Huntress uses her bow to a�ack
the Black Knight and defeats him,
dealing 2 damage against his armor
rating of 1. The group is now at 6 XP
and the Huntress draws a loot card
and reveals another trap. The card
revealed is Spiked Walls: all exits of
this room are sealed with closed
doors and the trap can be disarmed
until Phase F of the next round.
This leaves only the Adventurer with 1 AP, and he decides
to drink the small health potion he owns, giving him back
3 HP (still at -15 HP).

In Phase E, both the Adventurer and the Barbarian have 1
poison marker. The Barbarian rolls 2D and adds CON 13
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and WIS 5, which result in a 31. That means 1 poison
marker is removed, the Barbarian is poison-free again.
The Adventurer did level up his CON to 10, WIS is still at 8.
However he only rolls 9, which is not enough to remove
the poison. He loses another HP and is down to -16 HP.

MONSTERS ATTACK AGAIN
Phase F can be ignored again, as the trap will be triggered
in the next round. Phase G moves the doom counter down
3 steps. The characters occupy 2 room tiles and did not
open a door this round. As the doom counter moves over
field 34, the monsters gain an extra activation.
As there is only one monster left, another monster is
coming in from the entrance. The players draw a normal
Ghoul, which is activated at 9 AP before the Slimecrawler at
6 AP. The Ghoul does not have a path to the characters,
therefore he moves to the closed door and finishes his
activation. The Slimecrawler simply a�acks the Barbarian
again but is blocked by a good roll of the Metal Shield.
In Phase H the group has accumulated 6 XP and can pay
out 4 of the group XP. 2 XP stay on the group counter and
every character receives another 3 XP. The Adventurer
directly levels up constitution to 11. This will help with the
poison in the next round and immediately increases his HP
by 1. STR 9 + CON 11 divided by 2 is a new maximum of
10 HP, the current HP go up to -15 HP.
The group buys two cards from the shop, discards the
third one and the round ends. One of the items bought is
the spell Repulsion, a protective spell against melee and
ranged a�acks. The Mage equips the spell. The spell also
grants the Mage an additional psi point, which is added to
the maximum and the current psi points. However, as soon
as the card is unequipped, this bonus is lost again.
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A BAD TIME TO FUMBLE
The round marker is moved to round 5 and new shop
items are placed. The initiative roll now includes both the
Adventurer and the Huntress rolling only 1D due to
negative HP. The Adventurer rolls a 7. With -15 HP and 8 IP,
this is not enough, as he is exactly at 0 AP. He becomes
unconscious. The Huntress has 10 IP and -6 HP, so her base
IP is 4. However, she rolls a 1, which is considered a fumble
with just one die and she is also unconscious this round.
Use the initiative markers of both players to mark their
position on the room tiles and place the figurine on the
character sheet of each player.
For every character becoming unconscious at the initiative
roll, the doom counter immediately goes down 1 square (in
this case down to 31). This results in another immediate
monster activation. Luckily for the characters the door is
still closed and the Ghoul cannot move any further.
However, the Barbarian is a�acked again by the
Slimecrawler, but the Metal Shield still holds up.

an ambush, which says to draw a new
monster and place it as close as
possible to this character. This
monster is activated at once and then
afterwards handled like every other
monster. The players draw a monster
modifier Deadly Poison followed by a
Zombie.
The Deadly Poison Zombie a�acks the
Barbarian, but is blocked by the Metal
Shield.

UNCONSCIOUS
The Mage acts directly before the Ghoul. He needs to take
the unconscious Huntress with him, so they are not
standing on multiple room tiles anymore. Walking onto
the square of the Huntress is allowed while she is passed
out, but taking her with the Mage doubles his movement
costs. He stops directly at the entrance of B-5, which costs
him 5 AP. No ma�er how far he walks, the Ghoul would
a�ack him anyway as a preferred target. Unconscious
characters are ignored by monsters and traps.
The Ghoul walks to the Mage and a�acks. Fortunately the
Mage can use Repulsion. He pays a psi point and rolls high
enough to defend against the Ghoul.
The Barbarian a�acks the Zombie, but this time the Metal
Shield (11 AP) fails him – he rolls a 1-1, a fumble. This
damages the shield, making it unusable for the defense.

The action phase starts with the Mage at 23 AP. Every
a�empt to disarm the trap costs 14 AP and a check against
30 using AGI+WIS+2D. The Mage already contributes 22, so
a 30 is certainly possible. He rolls a 14, disarms the trap and
therefore gains the group 2 XP. He can keep the trap in the
backpack as 3 gold coins for the shop too. The closed doors
are removed from the room tile. His Initiative marker is set
to 9.
The Barbarian moves to the Slimecrawler (4 AP). As he is still
the first character at 17 AP, he a�acks using his Metal
Shield (11 AP) and defeats the Slimecrawler. The group
gains 1 XP and the Barbarian draws a loot card. He receives

At least the Mage is able to defeat the Ghoul using his Ball of
Ice. The group gains 1 XP and a loot card. The Mage draws
a Gladius, which is usable by the Barbarian. Unfortunately
it only has a defense of 2D+1, but be�er than two broken
weapons.
The last action of Phase D is the Zombie at 3 AP. As it
already has a target in front of it, it a�acks the Barbarian.
The player is not rolling high enough to block with the
Gladius and the Barbarian does not have any undamaged
armor left. The Zombie only deals 1 damage, but if hit, the
character receives 3 poison markers. Together with the
Deadly Poison, the Barbarian now received 6 poison
markers.
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In Phase E the Barbarian rolls a 12, which (together with
CON and WIS) exactly is the required target number of 30.
1 poison marker is removed and the Barbarian loses 5 HP.
Removing this many poison markers either takes time or
the group needs an antidote. The Adventurer also rolls high
enough finally and loses the poison marker.

MULTIPLYING ZOMBIES
Thankfully, in Phase F there is no trap anymore. However,
there is a Zombie now, and their special ability is that every
Zombie creates an additional Zombie next to the current one.
The doom counter moves down by two spaces onto the 40
directly (the white monster head is ignored and does not
count as a step). Going over the orange field 30 means that
all monsters now are Level 2. Use the next monster level
deck from now on. The Zombies standing currently on the
room tile are also upgraded automatically. But Zombies do
not gain any armor or hit points in level 2, so there is no
need to add that on the room tile. But they will a�ack be�er
and have a higher defense now.
In Phase H all characters will receive 3 XP again and
recalculate their HP/IP/PP in case any a�ributes were
increased. As soon as this is done, all unconscious
characters will also receive 3 points that they can distribute
to their HP and PP as they like. Both the Adventurer and the
Huntress fully put these points onto the HP. Afterwards,
they both need to decide if they want to wake up (meaning
they will roll for initiative again) or if they stay
unconscious. The Adventurer is still at -12 HP and the risk
is too high, but the Huntress will roll for initiative in round
6.
In Phase I of round 5 the characters might buy something
and discard the rest and go on to round 6. However,
unconscious characters may only give gold from their
items, but not receive any items. The Huntress is awake
now and will be able to receive items now.
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BAD DECISIONS AND BAD LUCK
This ends the first 5 rounds of a single scenario example.
For the next steps the players need to decide if they want
to press on and open a door (taking the Adventurer with
them) or if they try to defeat the Zombies first and risk
ge�ing more monsters from the stairs through another
extra activation on the doom counter. But sorting
themselves, repairing equipment and healing the
characters might help them immensely. Depending on the
scenario played, there might also be a time constraint or
additional things the characters need to do.
The characters/players made some bad decisions in this
guide to show some of the things happening in the game.
The traps and monster modifications were selected on
purpose to show these. It still could happen like this, as
many things in the game happen randomly, and you will
roll a fumble or draw a trap at the worst possible time, but if
the players plan a bit more tactically, they should be able
to last a bit longer than the party of heroes in this guide,
even under the same or worse circumstances.

TIPS
It takes some time to learn to know all the special abilities
and monster modifications. All information is on the cards,
but knowing what a monster will do and what their
abilities/mods are will help you in anticipating their moves
and using it against them.
Some further tips for the gameplay:
• Keep the doom counter in mind
• Open a door each round if possible
• Never split the group
• Try to not rush, but keep going
• Help each other! Exchange items and equip what is
best for the characters – you are playing together and
sometimes an item might help another character more
than your own…
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QUICK START GUIDE
A visual tutorial of the first five rounds of a scenario.

You want to immediately start playing? Or just watch a game being
played? This tutorial will show you a few things you need to know
to play Dungeons of Doria. The players will make some bad
decisions on purpose to learn, how it is not done.

